
CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES.CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONAbstrat. The notion of t-design in a Grassmannian spae Gm;n wasintrodued by the �rst two authors and G. Nebe in a previous paper.In the present work, we give a general lower bound for the size of suhdesigns. The method is inspired by Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel workin the ase of spherial designs. This leads us to introdue a notion of f -ode in Grassmannian spaes, for whih we obtain upper bounds, as wellas a kind of duality tight-designs/tight-odes. The bounds are in termsof the dimensions of the irreduible representations of the orthogonalgroup O(n) ouring in the deomposition of the spae L2(GÆm;n) ofsquare integrable funtions on GÆm;n, the set of oriented grassmanianns.1. Introdution.There are various ombinatorial problems related to �nite sets of Eu-lidean spheres. Among those, two, in a sense dual to eah other, havereeived muh attention, namely the notions of spherial t-design (t an inte-ger), and spherial A-odes (A a �nite set in [�1; 1℄). The notion of spherialdesign was motivated by numerial integration: a spherial t-design is a �nitesubset X of a sphere Sd�1, suh that the integral over Sd�1 of a polynomialfuntion up to degree t oinides with its average value at the points of X. Itis thus important, for instane for appliations, to �nd designs with smallestpossible ardinality. So the question of �nding a lower bound for the size of aspherial design is entral. As for A-odes, it is natural onversely to ask foran upper bound of their size : an A-ode is a �nite set in a sphere Sd�1 suhthat the salar produts of pairwise distint elements belong to a �xed setA � [�1; 1℄. When A = [�1; 1=2℄, �nding an upper bound is equivalent tothe kissing number problem, known as the problem of the thirteen sphereswhen n = 3. In their landmark paper [5℄, Delsarte, Goethals and Seidelproposed a general method, based on harmoni analysis on the orthogonalgroup, to study both questions.The problem of pakings, and related ombinatorial questions, in theGrassmanian spaes Gm;n of m-dimensional subspaes of Rn have been in-vestigated in a series of reent papers (see [3℄, [4℄). In [1℄, a theory of designswas developped in that framework. One task of the present paper is to de-�ne a notion of f -ode in Grassmannian spaes, whih redues to A-odeDate: April 9, 2002.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 11H06,Key words and phrases. Grassmann manifold, designs, odes, zonal funtions, bounds.1



2 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONwhen m = 1 (the odes in the �rst Grassmannian G1;n are in one-to-one or-respondane with the antipodal odes of the unit sphere). Then, inspiredby Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel's works, we establish lower/upper boundsfor the size of suh designs/odes, whih involve the dimensions of someirreduible representations of O(n).2. Zonal funtions on Grassmannian spaes.Let Gm;n ' O(n)=O(m) � O(n �m) be the Grassmannian spae of m-dimensional subspaes of Rn . Reall (see [1℄, [11℄), that the orbits underO(n) of pairs (p; q) 2 Gm;n � Gm;n are parametrized by the m-tuples1 � t1 � t2 � � � � � tm � 0:Namely, to a ouple (p; q) of m-dimensional subspaes, one assoiates them-tuple t1 = os �1; � � � ; tm = os �m, where 0 � �1 � � � � � �m � �2 arethe prinipal angles between p and q. One way to ompute the ti, is asfollows : denoting by p0 the subspae generated by the �rst m vetors of theanonial basis of Rn , and writing p = g � p0, q = h � p0, with suitable g, h inO(n), then the yi := t2i are the eigenvalues of the m�m symmetri matrixAAt, where A is the m-size blok appearing in the blok-deompositiong�1h = �A BC D� :(1)Moreover, g and h are de�ned up to multipliation by an element in Stab(p0),and may be hosen so that B = D = 0 and
A = 0BBB�os �1 0 : : : 00 os �2 : : : 0... ... ...0 0 : : : os �m1CCCA ; C = 0BBBBBBBBB�

sin �1 0 : : : 00 sin �2 : : : 0... ... ...0 0 : : : sin �m0 0 : : : 0... ... ...0 0 : : : 0
1CCCCCCCCCA

(2)
Besides Gm;n, we have to onsider the set GÆm;n of oriented m-dimensionalsubspaes of Rn . We may view the elements of GÆm;n as ouples ~p = (p; s),with p an m-dimensional subspae, and s an element in Vm p. The ationof O(n) on these ouples is given byg:(p; s) := (gp; gs);so that if we �x an orientation s0 on p0, the stabilizer of (p0; s0) identi�eswith SO(m)�O(n�m). ConsequentlyGÆm;n ' SO(n)=SO(m)� SO(n�m)) ' O(n)=SO(m)�O(n�m);whih is a 2 to 1 overing of Gm;n. The orbits under O(n) of pairs (~p; ~q) 2GÆm;n � GÆm;n an be likewise parametrized by (m+ 1)-tuples (�; t1; � � � ; tm),



CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES. 3where t1; � � � ; tm are de�ned as above, and � = detAjdetAj 2 f�1g, where A isas in (1). We still have a anonial blok-deomposition like (2), but withtop-left blok A = 0BBB�� os �1 0 : : : 00 os �2 : : : 0... ... ...0 0 : : : os �m1CCCA :(2')Both Gm;n and GÆm;n inherit from the Haar measure of O(n), a measuredenoted dp and d~p respetively. Sine we will be mainly interested in non-oriented grassmanians, we normalize it so as RGm;n dp = 1 (whene RGÆm;n d~p =2). Aordingly, the spae L2(GÆm;n) of square integrable funtions on GÆm;nis endowed with the salar produthf; gi = 12 ZGÆm;n f(~p)g(~p)d~p;so that its restrition to L2(Gm;n) satis�eshf; gi = ZGm;n f(p)g(p)dp; f 2 L2(Gm;n); g 2 L2(Gm;n):The group O(n) ats isometrially on L2(GÆm;n) by� � f(~p) = f(��1~p):The struture of L2(GÆm;n) as an O(n)-module is well-known, and is givenfor instane in [9℄, p. 546. To be preise, if we onsider the subset R(GÆm;n)of regular funtions on GÆm;n (i.e. the set of funtions indued by regularfuntions on O(n)) whih is a dense subset of L2(GÆm;n), we have the followingdeomposition R(GÆm;n) =MH�m;nin pairwise orthogonal non isomorphi irreduible O(n)-submodules H�m;n,the sum being over partitions � = �1 � �2 � : : : �m � 0, of depth at mostm, with �i � �j mod 2 for all (i; j). We all these partitions m-admissible,or admissible for short. They split into odd and even, aording to the parityof the �i.Remark 2.1. For a given even partition �, the admissibility does not de-pend on m, as long as depth(�) � m � n2 , whereas for � odd it does, sinein that ase the �i have to be nonzero for all 1 � i � m.It turns out that the O(n)-isomorphism lass of H�m;n is independent ofm, provided that depth(�) � m � n2 and � is m-admissible (see [1℄ for amore detailed desription of H�m;n). The spae H�m;n is isomorphi to theirreduible representation of O(n) anonially assoiated to the partition �,and denoted V �n in [9℄. We shall denote the dimension of this spae d�.



4 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONThe sum over even, resp. odd, partitions orresponds respetively toR(Gm;n) and its orthogonal omplement R(Gm;n)?. This also orrespondsto the eigenspae deomposition of R(GÆm;n) with respet to the anonialinvolution �� indued by orientation hanging, namelyR(Gm;n) = R(GÆm;n)+ := ff 2 R(GÆm;n) j ��(f) = fg;and R(Gm;n)? = R(GÆm;n)� := ff 2 R(GÆm;n) j ��(f) = �fg:Let Zo (resp. Z) be the set of O(n)-invariant funtions F on GÆm;n�GÆm;n(resp. Gm;n � Gm;n), suh thatF (~p; :) 2 R(GÆm;n); F (:; ~q) 2 R(GÆm;n) for all (~p; ~q) 2 GÆm;n � GÆm;n;(3)resp. F (p; :) 2 R(Gm;n); F (:; q) 2 R(Gm;n) for all (p; q) 2 Gm;n � Gm;n:(3')As usual, we all suh funtions zonal. Alternatively, if a base point ~p is�xed, one an identify Zo with R(GÆm;n)Stab(~p), mapping F 2 Zo on F (~p; :) 2R(GÆm;n)Stab(~p), and similarly Z identi�es with R(Gm;n)Stab(p)As explained in [1℄, [11℄, it follows from the Frobenius reiproity theoremthat H� Stab(~p)m;n is one-dimensional for any � (if � is even, then H�m;n �R(Gm;n) = R(GÆm;n)+, so that H� Stab(~p)m;n = H� Stab(p)m;n ). Consequently, toeah summand H�m;n is attahed a unique (up to saling) zonal funtion P�,whih an be omputed in the following way: denoting by d� the dimensionof H�m;n, and fe�;ig1�i�d� an orthonormal basis of it, one hasP�(~p; ~p0) := 1d� d�Xi=1 e�;i(~p)e�;i(~p0):(4)The results of the next setion rely on the following properties of the P�:Lemma 2.2.(i) P�(~p; ~p) = 1, for any � and ~p.(ii) For any �, � and ~p, ~p0, one hashP�(~p; :); P�(~p0; :)i = Æ�;�d� P�(~p; ~p0);(5) if, for �xed ~p, we view the map ~q 7! P�(~p; ~q) as a funtion in L2(GÆm;n).In partiular, for any �nite set X � GÆm;n, the matrix (P�(~p; ~p0))~p;~p02X2is positive semide�nite.(iii) For any �, �, one hasP�P� =X� �;�(�)P� ;(6) with non-negative oeÆients �;�(�). In partiular, �;�(0) = Æ�;�d� .



CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES. 5Proof. Sine P�(~p; ~p) does not depend on ~p, one hasP�(~p; ~p) = 12 ZGÆm;n P�(~p; ~p)d~p = 12d� d�Xi=1 ZGÆm;n je�;i(~p)j2d~p= 1d� d�Xi=1he�;i; e�;ii = 1;whih proves (i). As for (ii), this is lear using (4) and the orthogonality re-lations between the e�;i. Finally, assertion (iii) is lassial, see [10℄ Theorem3.1.The algebrai struture of Z and Zo an be easily dedued from [9℄. Forlak of referene, we state it in the next propositionProposition 2.3.(i) There is an isomorphismZ ' C [Y1 ; � � � ; Ym℄Sm ;the ring of symmetri polynomials in m variables, mapping Yi to yi =yi(p; q). Similarly, one hasZo ' C [Y1 ; � � � ; Ym℄Sm [�℄; with �2 = Y1 � � � Ym;mapping � to �t1 � � � tm, where � = �(~p; ~q), ti = ti(~p; ~q). Moreover,the eigenspae deomposition of Zo with respet to the involution �� isgiven byZo+ = Z and Zo� = �t1 � � � tmZ ' �C [Y1 ; � � � ; Ym℄Sm(ii) The P� orresponding to even partitions may be expressed asP�(p; q) = p�(y1(p; q); � � � ; ym(p; q))with p�(Y1; � � � ; Ym) a symmetri polynomial of total degree j�j2 , andthose orresponding to odd partitions asP�(~p; ~q) = (�t1 � � � tm)p�(y1; � � � ; ym);with p�(Y1; � � � ; Ym) a symmetri polynomial of degree j�j�m2 .Proof. (i) As explained above, we an identify Z with R(Gm;n)Stab(p) (resp.Zo with R(GÆm;n)Stab(~p)), p (resp. ~p) being any �xed base point. From theisomorphism Stab(p) ' O(m) � O(n �m), it is easily seen, using (2), thatan element F = F (p; �) 2 R(Gm;n)Stab(p) is of the formF = P (os �1; � � � ; os �m; sin �1; � � � sin �m);where P (T1; � � � ; Tm; Z1; � � �Zm) is a polynomial, symmetri in T1; � � � ; Tmand Z1; � � �Zm respetively. Now the Stab(p)-invariane also implies thatall the exponents are even, so that F is indeed a symmetri polynomial



6 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONin Y1 = T 21 ; � � � ; Ym = T 2m, whih is the �rst part of assertion (i). As forthe seond part of the assertion, one �rst shows in the same way that aStab(~p)-invariant element in R(GÆm;n) is of the formF = F (~p; �) = P (� os �1; � � � ; os �m; sin �1; � � � sin �m);where P (T1; � � � ; Tm; Z1; � � �Zm) is a polynomial, symmetri in T1; � � � ; Tmand Z1; � � �Zm respetively. Sine Stab(~p) ' SOm � On�m, the Stab(~p)-invariane also implies that the exponents in the last m variables are even,whereas the exponents in the �rstm ones are only restrited to have the sameparity. Consequently, P is the sum of a polynomial in Y1 = T 21 ; � � � ; Ym = T 2mplus T1 � � � Tm times a polynomial in Y1; � � � ; Ym, as asserted. The eigenspaedeomposition is lear.As for assertion (ii), we only need to observe that the P� belong to Zo+or Zo� aording to as � is even or odd, and that the p� have total degreej�j in T1; � � � ; Tm. 3. Bounds on odes and designs.Among the various equivalent de�nitions of a t-design given in [1℄ wereall the following one (see [1℄ Proposition 4.2.)De�nition 3.1. A �nite subset D of Gm;n is a 2k-design if8' 2 H+2k; h'; 1i = 1jDjXp2D'(p):(7)As for spherial odes, the natural generalization to our ontext is asfollows:De�nition 3.2. Let f(Y1; � � � ; Ym) be a symmetri polynomial suh thatf(1; � � � ; 1) = 1. A �nite subset D of the Grassmannian spae Gm;n is af -ode, if for any pair (p; q) of distint elements in D one hasf(y1(p; q); � � � ; ym(p; q)) = 0:On the other hand, one an assoiate anonially to a symmetri polyno-mial f(Y1; � � � ; Ym) as above, an O(n)-invariant funtion F on Gm;n �Gm;n,satisfying F (p; p) = 1, by the formula:F (p; q) := f(y1(p; q); � � � ; ym(p; q));and the de�nition of an f -ode now readsF (p; q) = Æp;q; (p; q) 2 D2:(8)The following notion of type is onsistent with [6℄ De�nition 5.4.:De�nition 3.3. The type of an f -ode is 1 if Y1 � � � Ym divides the polyno-mial f(Y1; � � � ; Ym), and 0 otherwise.



CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES. 7For any integer k, we de�neHk = Mj�j�k� admissibleH�m;n:It deomposes under �� as Hk = H+k �H�k , and we have, for the respetivedimensions d�k of H�k ,d+k := Xj�j�k� evendepth(�)�m d�; resp. d�k := Xj�j�k� odddepth(�)�m d�:It's worth notiing that, from remark 2.1, d+k does not depend on m, whiled�k does. The next two theorems establish bounds for t-designs and f -odesin terms of these numbers. Some expliit values of d+k and d�k are olletedin the Appendix (the d� are omputed from the formulas in [7℄ x24.2, pp407-410):Remark 3.4. In [1℄, we onsidered only non-oriented grassmanians, andwhat was denoted Hk there, orresponds to what is denoted H+k here.Theorem 3.5. Let D � Gm;n be a 2k-design. ThenjDj � maxfd+k ; d�k g:(9)If equality holds in (9), then D is an f -ode for f = 1d+k P j�j�k� even d�p� orf = Y1���Ymd�k Pj�j�k� odd d�p�, depending on whether d+k � d�k or not.Proof. Let s be a setion of the anonial surjetion GÆm;n ! Gm;n, andeD = s(D). Fix ~p and ~q in GÆm;n. If � and � are two partitions of degree � k,the formula '(~p0) = P�(~p; ~p0)P�(~q; ~p0)de�nes an element in H2k. If moreover � and � are both even (resp. odd),then ' is ��-invariant, so it belongs to H+2k. Consequently (7) applies inboth ases and reads:1jDj X~p02 eD'(~p0) = 1jDj Xp02D'(p0)= h'; 1iL2(Gm;n)= hP�(p; :)P�(q; :); 1iL2(Gm;n)= hP�(~p; :); P�(~q; :)iL2(GÆm;n)= Æ�;�d� P�(~p; ~q):



8 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONIn other words, the matries S� := (d�P�(~p; ~p0))~p;~p0 in eD, j�j � k, satisfy therelations S�S� = Æ�;�j eDjS� = Æ�;�jDjS�;as long as � and � are both even (resp. odd). Setting S+ := P j�j�k� even S�,resp. S� :=Pj�j�k�odd S�, it follows thatS�2 = jDjS�:(10)On the other hand, one has TrS� = d�jDj, from Lemma 2.2, so that TrS+ =P j�j�k� even TrS� = d+k jDj, and likewise TrS� = d�k jDj. Therefore,d�k = TrS�jDj = rankS� � jDj;whene the onlusion.When equality holds, then (10) implies that S+ = jDjIjDj = d+k IjDj resp.S� = d�k IjDj, depending on whether d+k � d�k or not, where IjDj stands forthe identity matrix in dimension jDj. This means that F (p; q) = Æp;q, forall (p; q) 2 D2, where F = 1d+k P j�j�k� even d�P�, resp. 1d�k Pj�j�k� odd d�P�. In the�rst ase, this is learly equivalent to the assertion that D be an f -ode,aording to (8) and the de�nition of f . This is also the ase in the seondase, sine eah P�, � odd, is divisible by the produt t1 � � � tm, so that1d�k Xj�j�k� odd d�P�(p; q) = Æp;q , 1d�k Xj�j�k� odd(t1 � � � tm)d�P�(p; q) = Æp;q:Theorem 3.6. Any f -ode D in Gm;n satis�esjDj � d+k(11)where k = 2deg f . If moreover f is of type 1, thenjDj � d�k(12)where k = 2deg f �m. Whenever equality holds in (11), resp. (12), thenf = 1d+k Xj�j�k� even d�p�;resp. f = Y1 � � � Ymd�k Xj�j�k� odd d�p�;and D is a 2k-design.



CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES. 9Proof. Setting k = 2deg f , we �rst see that the funtions F (p; :); p 2 D arein H+k . We laim that they form a linearly independent system. Indeed,if Pp2D �pF (p; :) = 0, then evaluating the left-hand side suessively oneah p 2 D, and using (8), we see that �p = 0 for all p 2 D. Hene jDj �dimH+k = d+k , whih is the �rst assertion. As for the seond one, if f is divis-ible by Y1 � � � Ym, we write it as f(Y1; � � � ; Ym) = (Y1 � � � Ym)g(Y1; � � � ; Ym).Then the funtions t1(p; :) � � � tm(p; :)G(p; :); p 2 D are linearly independentelements in H�k , with k = 2deg f �m, and the inequality jDj � d�k follows,as in the �rst ase.To see when equality is ahieved, let us assume, for instane that jDj = d+k ,k = 2deg f (the ase jDj = d�k ; k = 2deg f �m for D of type 1 is dealt withsimilarly). Under this assumption, the family fF (p; :) ; p 2 Dg is now abasis of H+k . Moreover, it is readily heked that the following formula holdsfor any ' in H+k : ' =Xp2D'(p)F (p; :):(13)On the other hand, we know from Proposition 2.3 that F (resp. f) may bewritten as a linear ombination of the P� (resp. p�),F = Xj�j�k� even f�P� (resp. f = Xj�j�k� even f�p�):(14)Let P :=P j�j�k� even d�P�. What we want to show is that F = 1d+k P , or in otherwords that f� = d�d+k ; for j�j � k; � even.(15)To that end, it is suÆient to show that0 � f� � d�d+k ; for j�j � k; � even.(16)sine applying (14) to any p in D, we see that 1 = F (p; p) =P f�P�(p; p) =P f�, so the right inequality in (16) is an equality. First we note, using (5)and the above deomposition, thathF (q; :); Xj�j�k d�P�(p; :)i = F (p; q);so that the ondition F (p; q) = Æp;q; (p; q) 2 D2 implies that the familyfPj�j�k d�P�(p; :); p 2 Dg is a basis, dual to fF (p; :); p 2 Dg with respetto the salar produt h; i. Consequently, the matrix S = (P (p; q))p;q2D2 =(hP (p; :); P (q; :)i)p;q2D2 is invertible and its inverse is given byS�1 = (hF (p; :); F (q; :)i)p;q2D2 :



10 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONOne easily heks, using lemma 2.2 thathF (p; :); P�(q; :)i = f�d�P�(q; p);for p; q in D2, and j�j � k, � even. But aording to (13), this means thatthe funtions P�(q; :), q 2 D, j�j � k, � even, are eigenfuntions of thematrix (hF (p; :); F (q; :)i)p;q2D2 = S�1, with orresponding eigenvalue f�d� .Thus the f�d� are eigenvalues of the Gram matrix of a basis of H+k , henepositive. Now, writing (14) for all (p; q) 2 D2, and adding up we obtainjDj = X(p;q)2D2 F (p; q) = Xj�j�k� even f� X(p;q)2D2 P�(p; q)whene jDj(1� f0jDj) = Xj�j�k� even;�6=0 f� X(p;q)2D2 P�(p; q) � 0;(17)beause of the positivity of the matrix (P�(p; p0))p;p02D2 (lemma (2.2)(ii)),so that f0 � 1jDj = 1d+k . If we now onsider the annihilator polynomialF� := P�F = Xj�j�k�even g�;�P�;we ontend that the g�;� are nonnegative and that g�;0 = f�d� : this is an easyonsequene of lemma 2.2 (6). Consequently, the argument used to get (17)still holds, and we obtain g�;0 = f�d� � 1d+k , as desired.It remains to prove that D is a 2k-design. From [1℄ Proposition 4.2., itamounts to prove that8' 2 H+2k; h'; 1i = 1jDjXp2D'(p) = 1d+k Xp2D'(p):It's enough to hek this for funtions of the form gh, with g, h in H+k , sinethey generate H+2k. Using the expansion (13) of g and h, we see thath1; ghi = hg; hi= Xp;q2D2 g(p)h(q)hF (p; :); F (q; :)i= 1jDjXp2D g(p)h(p);whene the onlusion.



CODES AND DESIGNS IN GRASSMANNIAN SPACES. 114. Examples.4.1. The ase m = 1. This is the ase of the projetive spae over thereal numbers, the odes of whih are studied in [6℄. The 2k-designs in thereal projetive spae an be viewed as antipodal (2k+1)-designs on the unitsphere of the Eulidean spae for whih absolute bounds are given in [5℄. Wereover here these bounds, sine for � = �1 � 0 the spae H�1;n is isomorphito the spae of harmoni polynomials in n variables of degree �1. One hasd+k = �n+k�1n�1 � and d�k = �n+k�2n�1 � if k is even, and vie versa if k is odd.A t-design is alled tight if its ardinality attains this lower bound. Tightt-designs are only known for (n; t) = (7; 4); (8; 6); (23; 4); (23; 6); (24; 10).Moreover, it is known that tight t-designs annot exist when t � 8, apartfrom the (24; 10) given by the lines supporting the minimal vetors of theLeeh lattie (see [2℄).4.2. The ase k = 2. In [3℄ and [4℄, pakings in the Grassmannian spaesare onsidered, with respet to the so-alled hordal distane, given in ournotations by d2(p; q) = m� mXi=1 yi:In [3℄, a simplex bound is settled for the sets D for whih d(p; q) � d(using an isometri embedding into the Eulidean sphere of R(n�1)(n+2)=2 ).Equality holds if and only if jDj = n(n+1)2 and d(p; q) is onstant.In [4, x5℄, an in�nite family of pakings in G p�12 ;p meating this bound, isonstruted. Here p is a prime, whih is either equal to 3 or ongruent to�1 modulo 8. Let us denote it by Dp. Then one has:Proposition 4.1. Dp is a tight 4-design in G p�12 ;p.Proof. Aording to [4℄ Theorem 3, Dp onsists on p(p+1)2 = d[0;��� ;0℄ +d[2;0;��� ;0℄ = d+2 subspaes with same pairwise hordal distane d2 = (p+1)24(p+2) .Sine d2 =P sin2 �i = p�12 �P yi, the onlusion follows, applying Theorem3.6 to the polynomial f = 4(p+2)(P Yi)�(p2�5)p2�5 .4.3. The ase k = 3. From the de�nitions, one has d+3 = d+2 = n(n+1)2 , andd�3 equals 0 unless m = 1 in whih ase d�3 = �n+23 �, or m = 3 in whih ased�3 = d(1;1;1) = �n3�. Therefore, it is very unlikely that tight 6-designs existfor m 6= 1; 3.A family of pakings in the Grassmannian G2k ;2m is onstruted in [4,Theorem 1℄, eah of them are orbits under the Cli�ord group Cm. We haveheked that, for m = 2; 3; 4, and for (m; k) = (5; 4), these pakings are6-designs. For eah m, the smallest of these sets orresponds to k = m� 1and its ardinality equals 22m + 2m � 2 = 2(d+2 � 1).



12 CHRISTINE BACHOC, EIICHI BANNAI, AND RENAUD COULANGEONRemark 4.2. It is known that the orbits of the Cli�ord group on the �rstGrassmannian provide 6-designs, beause the �rst non trivial invariant poly-nomial of this group has degree 8 (and orresponds to the Hamming ode, see[12℄ and the earlier work of B. Runge). We onjeture that the orbits of theCli�ord group on all the Grassmannians provide 6-designs. This, aordingto [1, Th 4.5, Rem 4.6℄, is equivalent to the fat that the Cm-invariants ofthe (n = 2m) Gln-irreduible modules anonially assoiated to the partitions(4; 2) and (2; 2; 2) (denoted F �n in [9℄) have dimension 1.5. Appendix.We list below some values of d+k and d�k for m = 2; 3 and 4.m=2n k d+k d�k4 1 1 04 2 10 34 3 10 34 4 40 184 5 40 185 1 1 05 2 15 105 3 15 105 4 105 915 5 105 916 1 1 06 2 21 156 3 21 156 4 210 1906 5 210 1907 1 1 07 2 28 217 3 28 217 4 378 3517 5 378 3518 1 1 08 2 36 288 3 36 288 4 630 5958 5 630 5959 1 1 09 2 45 369 3 45 369 4 990 9469 5 990 946

m=3n k d+k d�k6 1 1 06 2 21 06 3 21 106 4 210 106 5 210 1367 1 1 07 2 28 07 3 28 357 4 378 357 5 378 6518 1 1 08 2 36 08 3 36 568 4 630 568 5 630 13529 1 1 09 2 45 09 3 45 849 4 990 849 5 990 254110 1 1 010 2 55 010 3 55 12010 4 1485 12010 5 1485 443211 1 1 011 2 66 011 3 66 16511 4 2145 16511 5 2145 7293

m=4n k d+k d�k8 1 1 08 2 36 08 3 36 08 4 630 358 5 630 359 1 1 09 2 45 09 3 45 09 4 990 1269 5 990 12610 1 1 010 2 55 010 3 55 010 4 1485 21010 5 1485 21011 1 1 011 2 66 011 3 66 011 4 2145 33011 5 2145 33012 1 1 012 2 78 012 3 78 012 4 3003 49512 5 3003 49513 1 1 013 2 91 013 3 91 013 4 4095 71513 5 4095 715
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